October 30, 2013
To:
Al Khamsa President, Mary Gills
POB 882560
Steamboat Springs, CO 80488
[sent via email to: gills1920@springsips.com with cc to AK Business Office: kdavis@sharontelephone.com]
Dear President and Al Khamsa Board,
I am presenting here for consideration into Al Khamsa’s roster, the current Tahawi-bred and identified as asil
Arabian horses of Egypt as described in these enclosures. My proposal is based on the precedent set by the
successful 1986-1987 proposal by Carol Schulz to accept certain foundation ancestors of otherwise acceptable
horses in other countries which if imported to North America would be eligible to be recognized by Al Khamsa,
Inc. [see reference article: New Foundation Horses Added to the Al Khamsa Roster, Khamsat Vol 6, No. 3,
July 1989, pp. 9-15.]. So I am proposing these current Tahawi horses as qualifying in the same category as the
Schulz proposal [1986-1987].
The specific horses contained in my proposal herein are:
Stallion:
Adham 1994 grey stallion (Rammah x Bint Astro) Shuweyman Sabbah
Mares:
Felha: 1987 grey mare (El-Kharass x San’aa) Kuhaylah Nowaqiyah
Mayssa: 1991 grey mare (Zaghloul [Ibn Samah] x Felha) Kuhaylah Nowaqiyah
Farida: 1997 grey mare (Malek El-Khail II x Mayssa) Kuhaylah Nowaqiyah
Zarqaa El-Yamama: 1997 grey mare (Malek El-Khail II x Bint Al-Sabr Taiyeb) Saqlawiyah Jidraniyah
El-Shahbaa: 2003 grey mare (Malek El-Khail II x Bint Al-Sabr Taiyeb) Saqlawiyah Jidraniyah
Bint Samah: 1996 grey mare (Malek El-Khail II x Samah) Kuhaylah Al-Kroush
[Note: Bint Samah is believed to be still alive but has not yet been found. She represents the last mare
of the Tahawi Kuhaylah Al-Kroush strain in this proposed group so I am including her in case she is found]

Bint Om El-Nassr: 1995 chestnut mare (Malek El-Khail II x Om El-Nassr) Kuhaylah Al-Kharass
Bint Delingat: 2006 grey mare (Delengat Ikh. [EAOPB1140] x Bint Ammoura) Kuhaylah Tamriyah
Bushra: 1997 grey mare (Malek El-Khail II x Bint Bombolla) Kuhaylah Gi’ethniyah
Al-Yosr: 2002 chestnut mare (Kheir [EAOPB 1004] x Qamar) Hamdaniyah
Bint Rammah: 2003 grey mare (Rammah x Warda) Kuhaylah Khellawiyah
The pages that follow provide pedigrees, Arabic certificates of identity, with English translation, and or
statements as provided by the current named Tahawi. Color key on the pedigrees is as follows: Red: horses
either WAHO listed or Egypt GSB listed, Green: remaining current Tahawi-bred asil horses, Blue: [Bint Samah]
horse known but current owner not yet found. In some cases photos are also provided as available. There is also
a pedigree notes section at the end of this proposal. It must be remembered that Al Khamsa does not require
official registration in any studbook or by any official registry to be accepted by Al Khamsa.
As before in all of my previous proposals, I reserve the right to add any additional information as it becomes
known or to withdraw any specific horses in my proposal as I determine.
Please review the following enclosures and do not hesitate to contact me with any questions after I return home
on November 4, 2013.
Best Regards,
Joe Ferriss
ferrissjs@dmcibb.net

Pedigree of Adham

†

†

Arabic Certificate for Adham
English Translation:
I bear myself witness in front of Allah and his
messanger that the grey stallion called Adham
is from the Shweiman Sabbah strain, his dam
is the mare Astro tracing back to the Shuweima
Sabbahiya of Wayel Raslan El-Tahawi, and his
sire is the stallion Rammah. I herby attest to
the best of my knowledge and Allah is the best
witness above all.
signed:
Ibrahim Abdullah Saoud el-Tahawy,
7 Zul-Hijjah, 1434 Hijri.
witnessed:
Mohammed Mohammed Othman el-Tahawy

at left is Adham, 1994 grey stallion

† see information in pedigree notes section

Pedigree of Felha

At left is Felha, 1987 grey mare,
dam of Mayssa, on next page.
See Felha’s Arabic Certificate on page 9
with her owner’s other mare,
Bint Om El-Nassr

Pedigrees of Mayssa and Farida

†

†

†

† see information in pedigree notes section

Above is Mayssa 1991 grey mare, daughter of Felha

Above is Farida 1997 grey mare, daughter of Mayssa

Arabic Certificate for Maysa and Farida
English Translation:
I bear myself witness in front of Allah and his
messanger that the grey mare called Mayssa is
from our stud and she decends from the Kuheila
Nawwaqiya strain, her sire is the stallion Zaghloul
of the K. Krush strain, and her dam is the grey
mare Felha. And also, the grey mare called Farida
is her daughter of the same strain by the grey K.
Tamri stallion called Malek El-Khail II. I herby
attest to the best of my knowledge which I learned
from my husband Shaikh Soliman Eliwa ElTahawi from who I inherited these horses. And
Allah is the best witness above all.
signed:
Helga el-Tahawy, Gezerit Eliwa,
25 Zul-Qa’ada, 1434 Hijri.
witnessed:
Yahia Abdul-Sattar Eliwa el-Tahawy

Pedigree of Zarqaa El-Yamama

†

†

Arabic Certificate for Zarqaa El-Yamama
English Translation:
I bear myself witness in front of Allah and his
messanger that the grey mare called Zarqaa AlYamama, aged around fivteen years, is from the
Saqlawiya Jadraniya strain, her sire is the grey K.
Tamri stallion called Malek El-Khail II. I herby
attest to the best of my knowledge and Allah is
the best witness above all.
signed:
Mohammed Shokri Mahjoub el-Tahawy,
Gezerit Eliwa, 7 Zul-Hijjah, 1434 Hijri.
witnessed:
Ibrahim Abdullah Saoud el-Tahawy
at right is Zarqaa El-Yamama,
1997 grey mare
† see information in pedigree notes section

Pedigree for El-Shahbaa

†

†

Arabic Certificate for El-Shahbaa
English Translation:
I bear myself witness in front of Allah and his
messanger that the grey mare called al-Shahbaa, aged
around ten years, is from the Saqlawiya Jadraniya
strain, her sire is the grey K. Tamri stallion called
Malek El-Khail II. I herby attest to the best of my
knowledge and Allah is the best witness above all.
signed:
Mahamoud Shokri Mahjoub el-Tahawy,
Gezerit Eliwa, 7 Zul-Hijjah, 1434 Hijri.
witnessed:
Ibrahim Abdullah Saoud el-Tahawy

at right is El-Shahbaa,
2003 grey mare

† see information in pedigree notes section

Pedigree of Bint Samah

†

†

Arabic Certificate for Bint Samah
English Translation:
I bear myself witness in front of Allah and his
messanger that the grey mare called Bint Samah is
from the Kuheilat el-Krush strain, her sire is the grey
K. Tamri stallion called Malek El-Khail II, her dam
is Samah by Marshall. I herby attest to the best of
my knowledge and Allah is the best witness above all.
signed:
Yahia Abdul-Sattar Eliwa el-Tahawy, Gezerit Eliwa,
7 Zul-Hijjah, 1434 Hijri.
witness:
Mohammed Mohammed Othman el-Tahawy

† see information in pedigree notes section

Pedigree of Bint Om El-Nassr

†

Arabic Certificate for Bint Om El-Nassr and also
Felha [pedigree on pg. 3], as provided by their owner
English Translation:
I bear myself witness in front of Allah and his messanger
that the chestnut mare called Bint Om el-Nassr is from
our stud and she is from the Kuheilat al-Kharass strain
decending from al-Kharssa mare of Mazen Aamer elTahawi, her sire is the grey K. Tamri stallion called Malek
El-Khail II, and her dam is Om El-Nassr. And also, the
grey mare called Felha is from our stud and from the
Kuheila Nawwaqiya strain, her sire is al-Kharass, and her
dam is Sanaa the Nawwaqiya. I herby attest to the best
of my knowledge which I learned from my grandfather
Shaikh Soliman Eliwa El-Tahawi from whom I inherited
these horses. And Allah is the best witness above all.
signed:
Hossam Abdullah Soliman Eliwa el-Tahawy,
Gezerit Eliwa, 9 Zul-Hijjah, 1434 Hijri.

at left is Bint Om-El Nassr,
1995 chestnut mare

witness:
Yahia Abdul-Sattar Eliwa el-Tahawy
† see information in pedigree notes section

Pedigree of Bint Delingat

†

Arabic Certificate for Bint Delingat
English Translation:
I bear myself witness in front of Allah and his
messanger that the grey mare called Bint Delingat
is from the Kuheila Tamriya strain tracing back to
the Tamriya of Quwaita Smeda el-Tahawy, her sire
is the stallion Deingat Akhnaton*, and her dam
is the K. Tamriya mare Bint Ammoura. I herby
attest to the best of my knowledge after my father.
And Allah is the best witness above all.
signed:
Yahia Abdul-Sattar Eliwa el-Tahawy,
Gezerit Eliwa, 7 Zul-Hijjah, 1434 Hijri.
witnessed:
Ibrahim Abdullah Saoud el-Tahawy
*Note: his name is spelled as:
Delengat Ikh. in AHA Datasource
at right is Bint Delingat,
2006 grey mare
† see information in pedigree notes section

Pedigree of Bushra

†

Arabic Certificate for Bushra
English Translation:
I bear myself witness in front of Allah and his
messanger that the grey mare called Bushra
is from the Kuheila Jea’theniya strain, her
sire is the grey K. Tamri stallion called Malek
El-Khail II, and her dam is the K. Jea’theniya
Bint Bombolla of the K. Jea’theniya mares of
Abdul-Hamid Eliwa el-Tahawy. I herby attest
to the best of my knowledge which I learnt
from our trusted elders. And Allah is the best
witness above all.
signed:
Yahia Abdul-Sattar Eliwa el-Tahawy,
Gezerit Eliwa, 7 Zul-Hijjah, 1434 Hijri.
witness:
Ibrahim Abdullah Saoud el-Tahawy
at right is Bushra,
1997 grey mare

† see information in pedigree notes section

Pedigree of Al-Yosr

Arabic Certificate for Al-Yosr
English Translation:
I bear myself witness in front of Allah and his
messanger that the chestnut mare called Al-Yosr is
from the Kuheila Hamdaniya strain tracing back
to the Hamdaniya of Morad Saoud El-Tahawi, her
dam is the Hamdaniya mare called Qamar, her sire
is the stallion Kheir by Akhtal and Safsafah. I herby
attest to the best of my knowledge and Allah is the
best witness above all.
signed:
Ibrahim Abdullah Saoud el-Tahawy,
9 Zul-Hijjah, 1434 Hijri.
witness:
Mohammed Mohammed Othman el-Tahawy

Pedigree of Bint Rammah

†

†

Arabic Certificate for Bint Rammah
English Translation:
I bear myself witness in front of Allah and his
messanger that the grey mare called Bint Rammah
is from the Kuheila Khellawiya strain tracing back
to the Khellawiya of Saad Ferjani Mazen ElTahawi, her sire is the stallion called Rammah, and
her dam is Warda the Khellawiya. I herby attest
to the best of my knowledge and Allah is the best
witness above all.
signed:
Abdullatif Mansour Fejani Mazen el-Tahawy,
7 Zul-Hijjah, 1434 Hijri.
witness:
Ibrahim Abdullah Saoud el-Tahawy
at left is Bint Rammah,
2003 grey mare
† see information in pedigree notes section

Pedigree Notes
Marshall [1961]
A great deal of time has passed between the efforts by Bernd and Kristin Radke in the mid 1980s to document the remaining
Tahawi horses of Shaikh Soliman Al Tahawi, and the very few Tahawi-bred horses now in existence today. Over this long time,
a difference of identity has emerged regarding the pedigree of Marshall. He was first listed in print in the Hamdan Stud Book in
1969 as: [#6] Marshall a grey stallion, foaled March 27, 1961 (Emam [RAS/EAO] x Bint Folla). About 1983 Shaikh Soliman
gave a 100% Tahawi pedigree to Bernd Radtke transcribed in English as: Marshall Tahawy (Ranan x Saqlawiya Bint Barakat).
Bernd cites that Shaikh Soliman was insistent that he would not have anything to do with RAS/EAO bred bloodlines.
According to information from Yasser Ghanim El Tahawi, Marshall was sold from Hamdan Stud and was raced successfully
under his owner Raja Qatran, a Palestinian of Greek origin. The horse was known as “Marshall El Tahawy” at the races confirmed
by Yahia El Tahawi. After the horse was retired from racing he was used by the Tahawi and other breeders in Gaziret Saoud and
Abo Hammad. After Tahawi use, and upon the death of Raja Qatran, Marshall was returned to the Hamdan Stud, probably circa
1972, where his remaining ten WAHO/EAOPB recorded get were produced from 1972 to 1981.
According to articles on the Hamdan Stud, and a letter from Ahmed Hamza’s grandson, it appears that in 1961 during the Nasser
regime, Ahmed Hamza’s stud and wealth were sequestered and nationalized. This would have resulted in horses being auctioned
off and or dispersed promptly. This occurred at the same time of the later recorded birth of “Marshall”. It is inferred from various
articles that there were a number of other horses and likely some Tahawi-bred at Hamdan Stud during this period, which did not
later end up in the 1969 publication of the Hamdan Stud book. Ahmed Hamza was eventually able to reassemble his stud and
property holdings at some point before the compilation of the Hamdan Stud book in 1969 by which time Marshall was recorded
as being by Emam x Bint Folla. Clearly the unsettled political situation of the time had an impact on private breeders.
Today we have no way to resolve this for certain. Both Marshall pedigrees have a Tahawi dam line, but it is currently not possible
via DNA to resolve alternate sire pedigree issues of the past. Al Khamsa has already had to live with alternate pedigrees in the
past (refer to AKA III) and Al Khamsa enthusiasts are free to decide which sire they identify. Because the current Tahawi families’
pedigrees show Marshall as being by Emam x Bint Folla, that is what is followed in my presentation as they have provided it to
me, however I reserve the right to provide any additional information as it becomes available. [If accepted Marshall and Marshall
Al Tahawy would both appear in pedigree notes.]
Golden Arrow
Research on Arabian horses will likely produce several horses named Golden Arrow. The Golden Arrow discussed here, in the
pedigrees of Adham and Bint Rammah, is a horse cited to be a desert bred horse bred by Salumi El-Daoud sourced to Iraq. He
was owned by Ahmed Aboud Pasha, and was cited to have raced in Beirut and then taken to Egypt in the mid 1950s and raced
in the late 1950s. Ahmed Aboud Pasha was one of the Tahawi clients. Golden Arrow was leased by the Tahawi for breeding while
still in the possession of Ahmed Aboud Pasha. It has been cited that this stallion later returned to Iraq and then was exported to
Saudi Arabia.
In later years the pedigree for Golden Arrow cited in Iraqi studbooks and picked up as accepted to WAHO, gave an ancestry
tracing to “Tabib” a horse not acceptable to Al Khamsa that was discussed in my El Nasser proposal [2001-2002]. However
this Iraqi Studbook/WAHO pedigree is disputed by the Tahawi. In fact, Golden Arrow was considered asil by Shaikh Soliman,
who was aware of the “Tabib” issue. The asil status of Golden Arrow was also confirmed by General Salim Al Dahdah, father of
Edouard Al Dahdah.
In a book by Mohammed Abdul-Aziz Al-Nojefi, the strain of Golden Arrow is given as Muniqi Sbeli of Anazeh, while the Shaikh
Soliman pedigrees give his strain as Hamdani Simri. While this matter of resolving the correct strain continues, multiple sources
given here vouch for the asil status of the Golden Arrow listed in the pedigree of Adham and Bint Rammah.
_________________________________
I should also point out that each of the listed Tahawi horses in my proposal if accepted would become a “foundation” horse
even though they have pedigree extensions, based on previous precedent. This would be comparable to the acceptance of the Al
Khamsa foundation horse Mlolshaan Hager Solomon [1986] from Bahrain, whereby he is listed as the root horse even though
he has an extended pedigree in the Amiri Stud Book of Bahrain. Copy of his extended pedigree from Danah Al Khalifa is on
file with Al Khamsa from my 1998 proposal to Al Khamsa. So the above pedigree notes are mainly for further explanation of
pedigrees and information as provided by the present Tahawi family members, relative to Shaikh Soliman pedigrees as compiled
earlier in the 1980s.
The horses in my proposal represent the presumed only remaining Tahawi-bred asil horses as identified by the extensive efforts of
the current Tahawi family members. The pedigrees provided in this proposal are those exactly as provided to me by the current
Tahawi family members. These horses were also presented to the EAO for the process of recognition in a special registry for
Egyptian desert bred horses currently being established.

